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Research Question = Is men’s health in crisis?

This is Research

•Except for a few specialties the literature on research topics is

overwhelming. (Cooper, 1992)
•The individual scientist is overloaded and can’t keep up with the
amount of information (1971)

And it’s their own fault!

•Men choose health damaging & risky behaviours to prove their masculinity
•Men, who are unwell, choose to avoid seeking help because of fear of being

labelled ‘feminine’ (Richardson & Carroll, 2008)

Lets get back to Research
 Paradigms have non-

scientific underpinning
assumptions which
researchers are often
unaware of (Kuhn, 1972).

 All research is imperfect.

Choices between valid
options are made at
every stage of the
process. These
‘judgement calls’
however, need to be
made explicit (McGrath
et al. 1982).

My Research
 Interested in understanding more the area of men and

what ever you want to call it: psychological difficulties,
mental health, mental illness, psycho-social/psychospiritual health etc.
 Interested in understanding what the prevailing
literature says of this area and how it knows what it
knows.
 Interested in identifying any gaps in this knowledge
and if I can contribute to filling these gaps

How?
Need to accomplish two tasks
 A) Need to understand the literature. Thus need to

understand the research process so a true
understanding of the literature can be achieved(i.e. to
know how they know what they know)
 B) Do my own study
 C) Integrate these two components

How am I getting on?
 Still on most important step: step one- the foundation

 Supervisor not impressed!

Research often compared to the
construction process. That’s handy!
 Research begins with Ontology & Epistemology: the footings on which the entire
research edifice depends (Grix, 2004)

 From the moment we are introduced to science we are told it is a

cooperative enterprise. Like the artisans who construct a building from
blueprints, bricks and mortar scientists contribute to a common edifice
called knowledge. Theorists provide the blueprints and researchers
collect the data that are the bricks. To extend the analogy further, we
might say that research synthesists are the bricklayers and hodcarriers
of the science guild. It is their job to stack the bricks according to plan
and apply the mortar that holds the structure together. Those who have
attempted a research synthesis are entitled to a wry smile as the
analogy continues. They know that several sets of theory-blueprints
often exist, describing structures that vary in form and function, with
no a priori criteria for selecting among them. They also know that the
data-bricks are not all six-sided and right angled. They come in a
baffling array of sizes and shapes. Making them fit, securing them with
mortar, and seeing whether the resulting construction resembles the
blueprint is a challenge worthy of the most dedicated and inspired
artisan. …………….No two bricks are alike. (Cooper, 1998).

Task A (understanding the literature)
Questions arising:
 What is ‘the literature’? (grey, white, black, brown....)
 How can I know it? (critical reading...thinking about
thinking....scanning!..., taking notes)
 How long does it take to read a book/ journal article?
 How long does it take to read, understand and
remember a book/ journal article?

 Bias, assumptions, choices, judgement

calls, transparency etc...

For example: What are the ontological
and epistemological underpinnings of
research in this area?, i.e. what is
health and how can we know and
evaluate how men and health interact?
 If I know what the onto. and epist. options are I can

choose among them and make this choice explicit.

Ontological Judgement Call
Health is
 “a state of complete physical, mental and social

well-bring and not merely the absence of disease
or infirmity” W.H.O. (1948)
 “Health is seen as a resource for everyday life, not
the objective of living” (Ottawa Charter for Health
Promotion)
Therefore is good health the absence of illness and a
long life?
Or is good health = good living

Models of health in an ecosystem
context? (VanLeeuwen, 1999).
Interactional, reciprocol, dynamic
Can Sustainability be a measure of
health instead of chronicity,
epidemiology?

Epistemological Judgement Call
How can we know about men and health?
 Use quantifiable measures, length of life, incidence of
‘disease’, mortality rates, attendance rates at ‘health
care settings’ (reductionist: individualistic
biomedical)
 Compare to an objective norm, i.e. female rates
(competitive)

 Talk to men about what health means to them and

how they can be supported to achieve ‘good health’
‘It is clear that current debate around men’s
health and perhaps men’s place in society is
crippled by the lack of attention paid to
personal accounts and perceptions of
maleness . (Watson 2000)

 Interesting that an approach which dominates how

health is viewed, understood and treated is
characterized by individualism, competitiveness,
robustness (quantifiable measures), a belief that they
can speak for the entire globe (universals) and the
primacy of the body over the mind (bio-psych0social).
 Also a reluctance to include ‘personal accounts’
 Are these male attributes or attributes of a
certain culture

 Health
 Men = gender
 Irish = culture

 Indigenous Psychology: Universals must not be

assumed but must be proven. Thus research must take
place in each culture separately.
 In an Irish context how valid, are health, gender and
even research perspectives and practices which may be
Anglo-Saxon & ‘culture bound’ (MacLachlan, 2006)

My study
 Grounded Theory, building theory from the bottom

up, with the minimum of potentially ‘foreign’
preconceptions
 Men’s groups and individuals with self experience of
the most serious issues facing men today.
 Build on previous work:
Ask open questions; randomness, minimum of
interpretation (Inclusive Research), 100%
participation.
 ‘Men can’t/ don’t talk’ = myth

Practical Component
 Research is as much about doing as knowing
(Trent, 2008).
Opening up channels of communication between men’s
groups and other interested parties: some results
achieved already

Achieved to date:
•One member joined another men’s group who until then he was completely unaware of. This man now considers this new group his ‘home group’.
•One member who had never been in a men’s group has now joined one and has signed up to a 12 week program in this group
•One man who attended the first meeting ( but having moved to Cork will now be unlikely to attend other meetings) through meeting another attendee has
now linked up with a friend of this man who wants to start a men’s group in Cork
•One man who expressed needs and concerns involving legal/family issues was linked in with another men’s group with this interest and expertise. Also
linked him in with journalist who writes on these issues
•Dublin City men’s group was having difficulty getting another 4 new members for a new programme. This information was passed to 2 other men’s groups
(who up until then had no awareness or contact with this group) and advertised through their channels. Subsequently 4 new members were secured.
•One member needed a venue for a programme he was conducting and another member may be able to provide one
•An author and member of one of our constituent men’s groups has had his books introduced to other men’s groups.
In the Pipeline:
•Men’s Health Forum are looking for men’s groups to contribute to a proposed promotion of men’s health (physical, mental, spiritual, emotional). At least 2
members are proposing to go along to this meeting to offer their input.
•Crosscare are funding a number of free workshops for men. One of our members will be facilitating these with the possibility of more of our members also
facilitating in the future.
•Darach is conducting ‘research’ on men. This research will be designed and overseen by this network and will be of benefit to the individual men’s groups.
•A conference on men facilitated by a couple of our constituent members will go ahead in the next few months
•A free Mindfulness Course will be laid on for us and our men’s group members on either a Monday/Tuesday after Easter. We will need a total of 15 men to
commit for eight weeks for this to be feasible.
Medium term dreams/ goals:
•Recovery Conference in Cork in November
•Meet with Minister Lynch
•Meet with President Higgins

Long term dreams/goals:
•A hub: A dedicated one stop shop for men. Men only space where men support and are supported by other men. (plans being drawn up in conjunction with
SLWC).

